


Synopsis

Adulteress, traitor, heroine, or prey? 

In 1932, Celine Navarro was buried alive by her community in Northern California. 

This film digs up herstory. 

The filmmaker, a grieving mother, with a long-term commitment to exploring race, 
gender and immigration, digs up Celine Navarro's story, exposing silences that haunt
Filipin@x American communities today, along with Celine Navarro’s family, community 
members and scholars who know different details about this largely untold event in 
American history.

The Celine Archive by Celine Parrenas Shimizu is a 
courageous film that offers redemption and hope in 

the face of a history of violence against women. 
It places women’s strength at the center of her story.

Catherine Ceniza Choy
Historian

University of California, Berkeley
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Summary

The Celine Archive is a creative documentary that brings together 
animation, portraiture, interviews, site visits, and archival materials 
to explore the story of Celine Navarro, a Filipin@ immigrant woman 
murdered by her community in 1932. Seven Filipin@ men and women 
kidnapped her, tried her for crimes of morality (adultery and stealing 
from her husband), made her crawl on beans, stoned her, and then 
buried her alive before they were acquitted in a prominent case that 
captivated Americans and the world.

Celine Navarro may have committed adultery. There is no proof beyond 
the accusations passionately forwarded. She may have been considered 
a traitor for how she betrayed the fraternal organization Caballeros Dimas 
Alang when reporting a crime committed by its members who ended up 
in San Quentin Prison. To betray the organization that counted on loyalty 
supposedly led to her punishment. Another version of this story is that the 
crime she reported was one of gendered violence—rendering Celine as 
a brave and courageous pioneering feminist who refused to be silenced. 
A final version presented by her sisters, women in their 80s, who recorded 
their version of the story in the archives of the Filipino American National 
Historical Society, is that she was preyed upon by a community leader who 
desired her and was encouraged by her ambitious husband to comply. 
The leader’s wife became jealous and was first to stone Celine. We do not 
know the real story. These are the four versions uncovered in the film.



Artistic Statement

The Celine Archive is about a woman accused of expressing desire or one who chooses 
to speak out against gendered violence, even if she was barely standing while supporting 
her four children and ailing husband during the Great Depression and at a time of intense 
exclusion and discrimination against Filipin@s. Whether heroine or prey, we need to make 
space for her in history so that she does not remain buried in a world that continues to 
devalue women. I hope to shed light on the experiences of women, even ones long gone, 
in terms of illuminating our limited lens of understanding history and making a connection 
to the persistent silencing of women’s stories. The life that this film amplifies belongs to a 
larger orchestra of voices expressing gendered and racial grievance that should be heard 
and seen. To resurrect this story from 90 years ago is not to air dirty laundry or expose old 
wounds. The film acknowledges a historical event involving a community who confronted 
intense racism and practiced extreme sexism. To dig up Celine Navarro’s story is to reveal 
persistent problems that entangle race, gender and the role of sexuality in the experiences 
of communities in and beyond Filipin@ America then and now. And filmmaking is an 
important way to bring Celine Navarro’s story to life through the power of multiple voices 
of people. 



Biographies

Celine Parreñas Shimizu, Producer, Director and Writer
A film scholar and filmmaker, Celine Shimizu  is Professor and Director of the School of 
Cinema at San Francisco State University. Her work focuses on social theories of power 
and inequality at the site of race, sexuality and transnationalism. She has written three books, 
edited two anthologies and numerous peer-reviewed articles in the top journals in cinema, 
performance, ethnic, feminist, sexuality studies and transnational popular culture in Asia and 
Asian America. Her research has received funding from the Social Science Research Council, 
The United States Studies Center at the University of Sydney and the Research Institute for 
Comparative Studies in Race and Ethnicity at Stanford University. Her films have won national 
festival awards and are distributed by Progressive Films and Third World Newsreel. 

Rhacel Parreñas, Co-Producer
Rhacel Salazar Parreñas is a Professor of Sociology at the University of Southern California. 
She is an ethnographer whose research examines experiences of migrant workers from the 
Philippines. She serves as interviewer for the film. Professor Parreñas has co-edited three 
anthologies and has written five monographs as well as numerous peer-reviewed articles. 
She has received research funding from the Ford Foundation, Rockefeller Foundation, and 
National Science Foundation, and fellowship invitations from the Center for Advanced Study 
in the Behavioral Sciences at Stanford University and the Institute for Advanced Study at 
Princeton University. 



Daniel Chein, Director of Photography
Daniel Chein is an independent filmmaker and recipient of the 
2017 Princess Grace Film Award. His most recent film Basha 
Man won the Student Film Award at CAAMFest2017. As an 
editor, his work on Changa Revisited earned the film the 
OutStanDox Award at the Astra Film Festival. Daniel is an 
Associate Producer for Walking Iris Media and a board member 
of the Global Lives Project. He is a rcent graduate, completing 
his MFA in Cinema at San Francisco State University.

Jon Ayon Alonso, Editor
Jon Ayon Alonso is originally from Los Angeles and is currently 
based in Portland, OR. As a filmmaker, Jon Ayon began his 
career making music and promo videos and building flash 
websites for indie, punk, and hardcore bands in the Pacific 
Northwest. Eventually, he enrolled in film school at San 
Francisco State University (SFSU) where he graduated with 
honors. His short films earned him awards and recognition 
from organizations including The Annenberg Foundation, 
The National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences, and 
American Zoetrope. His films have screened at HBO’s New 
York Latino Film Fest, the American Documentary Film Festival, 
and Sundance.




